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Our Year In Numbers
Last year we provided opportunities
for 108,830 young people.
This is how we did it..

Our Year In Numbers:

2018/19

We have provided opportunities for

108,830 young people
(53% Female / 47% Male)
to develop their skills and gain a
leadership Qualification or Award.

We have worked with

We have
delivered

to run 2,435 registered courses across the UK delivering
a range of new & improved leadership qualifications.

of learning

1,770 Centres &
2.25M
1,718 Leadership Tutors hours
We have
facilitated over
Through our Tutor Training
programme we have delivered

8,049 hours
.
of Professional CPD

1.1M
hours of

youth volunteering
and social action!

In total we have facilitated over

3.3 Million hours

of practically
applied learning
and volunteering!

The impact on our learners:
“I feel I now have more
confidence within myself and my
abilities. I can now direct and lead others
more successfully and clearly, meaning that
I can engage with many parts of society
and can help people in multiple
aspects of life.”

“I achieved what I wanted
to achieve as I have grown and
become a lot more comfortable with
my character and learned to embrace
negatives and turn them into strengths
of my character with reflection
and hard-work.”

Emma, Edinburgh
Harry, Matlock

“It’s really important to be able
to communicate with everybody. I have
developed all my communications skills (verbal
and non verbal) and I have learnt to adapt these
skills to specific situations; be it with hard of
hearing students who struggle to speak and
also to young children.”
Thomas, Middlesbrough

“The biggest challenge I
had to face was my confidence.
Despite externally coming across a very
sociable and vibrant leader, internally I was
always apprehensive. This course has helped
me realise that not every session goes
perfectly, it’s just how you learn to
adapt and work with it.”

“I believe that I have developed
massively as a person and that all the things
I wanted to achieve, I achieved and greater.
Being able to work alongside others was one of
my favourite things, and it made me realise
the importance of teamwork.”

Olivia, Bournemouth

Maidah, London

Through our #SkillsFramework, all of our Qualifications equip young people
with the key skills that they need and employers value:

Communication

Teamwork

Self-Belief

Problem
Solving

SelfManagement

Our vision
“We believe that placing the development
of essential behaviours and transferrable
skills at the heart of young people’s
development is fundamental to
supporting long-term personal
development.
“By working with a trusted network of
schools, colleges, community groups and
partners, we aim to support as many young
people as possible to achieve their leadership
potential through practical leadership
experiences and activities that will help
them throughout their lives to become
leaders and role models, whether in their
future workplaces or communities through
volunteering and social action.
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“Recognising the challenges that many
organisations in our delivery network
face, in the last year we have focused
on improving our existing processes and
introducing new systems to make it easier
to work with us. These improvements will
continue next year in addition to identifying
innovative developments and partnerships
that will make our Qualifications and
Awards more relevant and engaging to
young people and the people delivering
them.”

Richard Norman,
Chief Executive. Sports Leaders

Head Office:

Local Area contacts:

SLQ | Sports Leaders
24 Linford Forum
Rockingham Drive
Linford Wood
Milton Keynes
MK14 6LY

East, London & South East
01908 689186

01908 689180
sportsleaders.org

South West, Wales/Cymru, West Midlands &
International
01908 689199
East Midlands, Yorkshire & Humber
01908 689214
North East, North West, Northern Ireland,
Rep of Ireland & Scotland
01908 689197

sportsleaders

@SportsLeaders

For more information search
Sports Leaders

contact@sportsleaders.org

@SportsLeaders

To find out more, contact us today.

SLQ is the registered
awarding organisation
for sports leadership
qualifications and
awards

